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Complementarity and certainty relations for two-dimensional systems
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Very simple duality relations assessing complementarity for two-dimensional systems are obtained by in-
troducing a measure of fluctuations derived from dispersion. These relations fully explain the enforcement of
complementarity in situations in which the standard position-momentum uncertainty relation plays no role.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complementarity and uncertainty relations are at the c
ceptual heart of the quantum theory since both of them
direct consequences of the superposition principle. Com
mentarity means that quantum systems possess prope
that are equally real but mutually exclusive: the observat
of one property precludes the observation of the other.
best known example is the wave-particle duality.

The question of the proper relationship between comp
mentarity and uncertainty has been extensively discus
from the early stages of the quantum theory until the pres
day. Currently, a vigorous and controversial debate is o
concerning whether complementarity is always enforced
uncertainty relations or whether they are logically indep
dent quantum features@1#. Classic examples of complemen
tarity were explained in terms of position-momentum unc
tainties involved via the disturbance caused by
observation. However, there is a rapidly growing number
very subtle observation arrangements where the appa
introduces minimal disturbances, even avoiding any sign
cant exchange of energy or momentum with the obser
system@2,3#. This implies that the usual position-momentu
uncertainty relation no longer explains how complementa
arises in these examples. It is argued that complement
would be the consequence of quantum correlations betw
object and detector without any uncertainty relation at wo
Consistently, quantitative measures of complementarity
vorced from uncertainty relations have been proposed
tested experimentally@3,4#.

We think it is worth pointing out that these refined e
amples of complementarity are actually taking place
finite-dimensional systems, more specifically, in systems
scribable by a two-dimensional Hilbert space. For exam
this is the case of the interferometric wave-particle dual
where the effective dimension of the system space is
number of interfering paths. Therefore, we will focus
two-dimensional spaces since they encompass all theore
and experimental approaches to the problem.

In this work, we show that even for two-dimensional sy
tems there are uncertainty relations that fully explain a
quantify complementarity@5–7#. Quantum mechanics im
plies that even the most careful observation disturbs the
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served system, maybe altering variables different from po
tion and momentum@8#.

In this context, the finite dimension of the system spa
introduces a conceptual difficulty concerning uncertainty
lations of the Heisenberg kind and the use of variance a
measure of uncertainty. This is because for finite systems
commutators between complementary observables are op
tors instead of numbers, and this obscures the analysis o
problem. It would be very interesting to remove this dif
culty since two-dimensional systems offer the simplest pa
digm of the quantum theory and provide the basis for
most promising application of quantum ideas.

This difficulty is circumvented by the measure of fluctu
tions introduced here. It contains as much information
variance and leads to very simple inequalities bounded
state-independent constants. In particular, we show that
approach provides a very simple explanation of complem
tarity in an operational approach to this concept.

In Sec. II, we discuss a proper definition of compleme
tary observables in two-dimensional systems and we in
duce a measure of fluctuations. In Sec. III, we study
enforcement of complementarity when the simultaneo
measurement of complementary observables is attemp
We show that the definitions introduced in Sec. II provide
remarkably simple explanation of the origin of compleme
tarity by means of operational duality relations. Finally,
Sec. IV we compare these results with previous approac
discussing their main advantages and drawbacks.

II. COMPLEMENTARY OBSERVABLES IN
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

We begin by recalling the definition of an observab
complementary to a given quantityA. The observableA will
be defined by two orthogonal vectorsuA6&. We have always
the possibility of regarding them as the eigenvectors of so
Hermitian operatorÂ ~the eigenvalues will play no role!. The
statesuA6& can represent very different practical situatio
such as interferometric path, spin projection, or the inter
electronic state of an atom, among other possibilities.

Two observables are complementary if precise knowle
of one of them implies that all possible outcomes of meas
ing the other one are equally probable. We define the unn
malized vectors

uf&5
1

A2p
~ uA2&1eifuA1&), ~2.1!
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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wheref can take any value in a 2p interval. Sincez^fuA6& z
is constant, any observable defined in terms of the projec
uf&^fu is complementary toA @5,6#. We will call such an
observablef. Concerning the variable that this observab
represents, we have that ifA is a component of an angula
momentum,f represents the azimuthal angle, while ifuA6&
are interferometric paths,f represents the phase differenc
On the other hand, ifuA6& represent atomic levels,f is the
phase of the atomic dipole.

The complementary observable need not be unique@5,6#.
In particular, we have the possibility of using different a
stract representations such as positive operator measur
self-adjoint operators@9#. For example, Hermitian operator
complementary toA can be obtained by singling out tw
orthogonal vectors within the setuf& @5#. This possibility is
followed in Appendix A. In the main body of the paper, w
will describef by means of the nonorthogonal positive o
erator measure

D~f!5uf&^fu, ~2.2!

where f can take any value in a 2p interval @10#. This
choice includes all vectorsuf& at once without singling ou
any pair of them. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out th
we arrive at the same final results if we representf by a
Hermitian operator, as is shown in Appendix A.

A suitable measure of fluctuations can be derived fr
the dispersion defined as@11#

~dA!2512u^UA&u2, ~df!2512u^Uf&u2, ~2.3!

where

UA5uA1&^A1u2uA2&^A2u,
~2.4!

Uf5E
2p

df eifuf&^fu5uA2&^A1u

represent the complex exponential ofA andf, respectively.
SincedA,df represent uncertainties, the quantities

CA5u^UA&u, Cf5u^Uf&u ~2.5!

can be regarded as representingcertainties, i.e., the degree o
certainty one can have concerning the value of the co
sponding observable. We have that 0<CA<1 while 0<Cf
< 1

2 . For example, ifdf,dA are close to 1~maximum uncer-
tainty!, Cf ,CA are close to 0~minimum certainty!.

The usefulness of measuring fluctuations via exponen
of the basic observables has been already demonst
@11,12#. Although we are dealing with two-dimension
spaces, it is clear that these definitions can be easily app
to any dimension. As a matter of fact,^Uf& and ^UA& are
characteristic functions, i.e., Fourier transforms of proba
ity distributions that contain full information about the st
tistics of the corresponding observables@13#.

Next we derive the relations thatCA andCf must satisfy
since they assess fluctuations of incompatible observab
The most general system state is described by the de
matrix
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r5w1uA1&^A1u1w2uA2&^A2u

1guA1&^A2u1g* uA2&^A1u, ~2.6!

where 1>w6>0, w11w251, and ugu<Aw1w2< 1
2 . By

direct computation, we find that

CACf5uw12w2uugu< 1
4 , ~2.7!

where, dealing with certainties, we naturally looked for
upper bound forCACf . This is a truly nontrivial certainty
relation since it tells us thatCA andCf cannot reach simul-
taneously their maximum values, which are 1 and1

2 , respec-
tively. We can also note that the certainty productCACf is
bounded by a state-independent number.

We can examine which states reach the equality in
~2.7! ~maximum certainty states!. To this end,r must be a
pure state (ugu5Aw1w2) with w6512w75cos2(p/8). In
such a case,CA52Cf51/A2. These states are intermedia
betweenuA6& anduf&. This is clearly seen if we parametriz
w6 as w1512w25sin2 q. The statesuA6& correspond to
q50,p/2, while the statesuf& are obtained whenq5p/4.
The maximum certainty states are given byq5p/8,3p/8,
which are angles halfway between 0,p/4, andp/2.

III. OPERATIONAL CERTAINTY RELATIONS

The inequality~2.7! can be referred to as intrinsic in th
sense that it does not involve any joint measurement ofA and
f. Relations closer to the usual understanding of comp
mentarity as the result of mutual disturbances during a jo
observation require measuring both observables simu
neously on single systems. Our purpose here is to de
operational certainty relations for a simultaneous meas
ment ofA andf including the quantum nature of the me
suring process.

Although in the quantum theory there is no room f
sharp joint measurements of noncommuting operators, n
ing prevents us from measuring them simultaneously w
less than perfect accuracy@14#. This requires coupling the
system spaceHs with auxiliary degrees of freedomHm , i.e.,
an apparatus. These auxiliary variables will carry inform
tion about a given observable of the system, for exampleA,
while f is measured directly on theHs variables. To this
end, the coupling is arranged to transfer information abouA
from Hs to Hm via the following unitary operator relating
initial and final states:

U5V1uA1&^A1u1V2uA2&^A2u, ~3.1!

whereV6 are unitary operators acting solely onHm . In this
way, the state of the apparatus experiences a different tr
formation depending on the value ofA.

The initial state of the system~2.6! and the initial state
uM &PHm of the apparatus~assumed to be pure for simplic
ity! lead to the following output density matrix in the who
spaceHs^ Hm :
3-2
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COMPLEMENTARITY AND CERTAINTY RELATIONS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 012103
r̃5w1uA1&uM 1&^M 1u^A1u1w2uA2&uM 2&^M 2u^A2u

1guA1&uM 1&^M 2u^A2u

1g* uA2&uM 2&^M 1u^A1u, ~3.2!

where uM 6&5V6uM &PHm . In the most general case, th
states uM 6& are not orthogonal. Their overlapc
5^M 1uM 2& is assumed to be a positive real number witho
loss of generality. For simplicity, we will assume that t
effective Hilbert space for the apparatus is the tw
dimensional space spanned byuM 6&.

The measurement to be performed onHm is intended to
provide a measurement of the observableA for the system.
From Eq.~3.2!, this requires us to distinguish between t
nonorthogonal statesuM 6&. If we have no prior knowledge
about the initial state of the system, the way to carry out s
a discrimination with minimum error is to perform a me
surement described by projection on the orthogonal vec
@5,9#,

uM1&52
sinu

cos 2u
uM 1&1

cosu

cos 2u
uM 2&,

~3.3!

uM2&5
cosu

cos 2u
uM 1&2

sinu

cos 2u
uM 2&,

where sin 2u5c. These are the orthogonal vectors closes
uM 6&. Nevertheless, in Appendix B we briefly examine
different strategy that allows an error-free discrimination
the statesuM 6&. In order to compute the observed certain
for A, we simply replaceUA by

ŨA5uM2&^M2u2uM1&^M1u, ~3.4!

which naturally includes the probability of erroneous infe
ences due to the unsharp character of the measurement

Therefore, the joint measurement ofA andf leads to the
observed certainties

C̃A5utr~ r̃ŨA!u5CMCA , C̃f5utr~ r̃Uf!u5CV Cf ,
~3.5!

whereCV andCM depend solely on the apparatus variable

CV5 z^M uV1
† V2uM & z5c,

~3.6!
CM5 z^M u~D12D2!uM & z5A12c2

and

D15 1
2 ~V1

† uM2&^M2uV11V2
† uM1&^M1uV2!,

~3.7!
D25 1

2 ~V2
† uM2&^M2uV21V1

† uM1&^M1uV1!.

Equation~3.5! is the main result of this contribution. W
can notice that the measure of fluctuations introduced h
yields a very simple relation between observed and intrin
certainties. This leads to the following operational certai
product:
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C̃AC̃f5CMCV CACf5cA12c2CACf< 1
2 CACf . ~3.8!

As could be expected, the observed certainty product is
ways less than the intrinsic one. We can also notice tha
contains the product of two different contributions,CACf ,
depending only on the preparation of the system, and
unavoidable disturbance caused by the measurement pro
CMCV , which depends only on the apparatus@14#.

For example, an accurate observation ofA requiresc
→0 such thatC̃A→CA and the observed statistics tend
match the intrinsic ones. But, in such a case, the backac
on the system adds fluctuations tof in such a way thatC̃f
→0 @8#. Conversely, an accurate observation off requires
c→1 and this unavoidably decreases the certainty ofA so
that C̃A→0.

Classic examples of complementarity, such as the rec
ing slit, for instance, are explained in terms of dual quant
variables of the apparatus, mainly position and moment
From the preceding relations, it is clear that this is also
case for the examples considered in this work, where
momentum exchange occurs. The only difference is that
must use a pair of apparatus variables different from posi
and momentum.

From Eqs.~3.5! and ~3.6!, we can infer that one such
variable, we shall call itV, is given by the unitary operato
V1

† V2 , while the other one, which we shall callM, is de-
fined by the positive operator measureD1,2 in Eq. ~3.7!. It is
worth pointing out thatM andV are complementary observ
ables. Denoting byun& the eigenstates ofV1

† V2 , we have
that

^nuD1,2un&5const. ~3.9!

This complementarity is expressed quantitatively by the c
tainty product

CV CM5cA12c2< 1
2 . ~3.10!

This duality relation ensures that the alteration of the o
served system during the joint measurement is inevitable

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that certainty re
tions enforce complementarity: one cannot determineA and
f simultaneously with arbitrary certainty, and this possibil
is precluded by certainty relations satisfied by complem
tary variables of the quantum apparatus.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section, we compare the preceding formalism w
previous approaches discussing their main advantages
drawbacks. In comparison with previous works focusing
the wave-particle duality, we have thatCA is also the predict-
ability of the path through a two-beam interferometer wh
2Cf is the visibility of the interference@3,4#. It has been
demonstrated that these variables satisfy the duality rela
@4#

C A
214C f

2 <1. ~4.1!
3-3
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ALFREDO LUIS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 012103
In the first place, we have to point out that relations su
as Eqs.~2.7! and ~3.8! are weaker than the one in Eq.~4.1!.
For example, ifCA→1, we know that the state of the syste
tends to beuA1& or uA2&. In such a case, we have thatCf

→0. This is correctly predicted by Eq.~4.1! while Eq. ~2.7!
leads to a weaker conditionCf< 1

4 .
Despite this, we still think that the certainty products a

better suited than relations of the form~4.1! to properly un-
derstand the enforcement of complementarity. As a matte
fact, they convey different messages despite their simila
For instance, we have shown in Sec. II thatCA , Cf , CM , and
CV are suitable measures of the quantum fluctuations of d
nite observables. This means thatCA and C̃A are expressing
here a concept different from predictability or distinguis
ability ~in particular, notice that we have alwaysC̃A<CA

while distinguishability can be larger than predictability!.
It has been argued that the operational counterpart of

~4.1! is logically independent of uncertainty relations of t
Heisenberg kind since it involves only one observable of
apparatus@4#. In this work, we have shown that the oper
tional certainty relation always involves two different o
servables of the apparatus:M and V. As a matter of fact,
they are not only different but also complementary. This
lowed us to demonstrate in Sec. III that complementarity
two-dimensional systems is enforced by the certainty rela
satisfied by the quantum fluctuations of two complement
observables of the apparatus.

It is worth mentioning that the duality relation~4.1! can
be derived by applying toUA and Uf the generalized
Heisenberg-type uncertainty relation found in Ref.@15#. In
this context, there are other valuable and relevant approa
also aimed at explaining complementarity in terms of unc
tainty relations@5–7#. Most of them focus directly on the
observablesA and f ~instead of their exponentials! while
their fluctuations are measured using variance. However,
product of variancesDADf runs into difficulties in finite-
dimensional systems. While one of the variances can van
sayDA50, the other one is bounded from above. Therefo
there is no lower bound forDADf other thanDADf>0.
But this inequality does not exclude the caseDA5Df50
that contradicts quantum mechanics.

In general terms, other difficulties that arise when us
uncertainty relations of the Heisenberg kind are that they
present a nontrivial dependence on the state of the syste
that they rely on very specific properties of the Pauli ma
ces ~squares proportional to the unit operator, for instan!
devoid of definite practical meaning and without a count
part for arbitrary dimension. On the other hand, the relati
found in this work lead to meaningful bounds that are ind
pendent of the state of the system. They are derived dire
without using any specific property of the Pauli matrices.
this sense, it is clear that for any dimension there must b
nontrivial upper bound for the productCACf since the opera-
tors UA ,Uf do not commute.

In comparison with the more standard case of posit
and momentum, most of the difficulties that emerge wh
using uncertainty relations of the Heisenberg type for fin
dimensional systems arise because the commutato
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complementary observables is an operator instead of a
stant. In the general case, such commutators can be ra
involved and very difficult to interpret and use. On the oth
hand, it can be expected that duality relations based on
exponential of observables can be simpler and better
haved. This is because the exponentials satisfy commuta
relations that are completely equivalent to the correspond
ones for position and momentum~Weyl form of commuta-
tion relations! @16#. For example, in our two-dimensiona
case we have the very simple relationUfUA52UAUf .

The advantage of using exponentials is particularly
vealed when examining the operational duality relatio
Products such asC̃AC̃f factorize as the product of an intrinsi
part and a contribution solely due to the measuring proc
This reproduces exactly what occurs when considering
same situation for position and momentum. To show this,
us consider that the operatorsA, f, M, andV are replaced
by xs , ps , xm , and pm , respectively, with @xs ,ps#
5@xm ,pm#5 i . The pairxs ,ps are system operators acting o
the Hilbert spaceHs , while xm ,pm are apparatus operator
acting on the Hilbert spaceHm . The unitary operator repre
senting the system-apparatus coupling~3.1! is replaced by

U5e2 ilxspm, ~4.2!

wherel is a suitable constant. After this coupling, the~com-
muting! operatorsxm andps are measured simultaneously o
the corresponding Hilbert spaces, leading to the follow
output characteristic functions:

^CueimxmuC&5^M ueimxmuM &^cueimlxsuc&,
~4.3!

^CueimpsuC&5^M ue2 imlpmuM &^cueimpsuc&,

where uc& and uM & are the initial state of the system an
apparatus, respectively,uC& is the output stateuC&
5Uuc&uM &, andm is a constant.

We can appreciate that Eqs.~4.3! are fully equivalent to
Eqs.~3.5! and ~3.6!, despite the very different dimension o
the system space and the very dissimilar meaning and c
acter of the basic observables. In both cases, the meas
statistics are related to the true ones via a filtering in
domain of characteristic functions, or, equivalently, via
convolution with a given impulse response function in t
domain of probability distributions@14#. The form of the
filtering and the impulse response depend on the state o
apparatus. Therefore, for two-dimensional systems ev
thing happens as in classic examples of complementarity

Summarizing, in this work we have examined the re
tionship between complementarity and uncertainty relati
in two-dimensional systems by using a measure of fluct
tions different from variance. We have found duality rel
tions that fully explain the enforcement of complementar
when a joint observation of complementary variables is
tempted. After the definitions introduced here, the analysis
subtle examples of complementarity fully parallels clas
examples. Among other consequences, these results ca
relevant in order to elucidate controversial questions such
3-4
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whether complementarity in which-path experiments is
forced by the disturbance caused by the quantum appa
@1,8#.

APPENDIX A: OPERATOR DESCRIPTION OF THE
COMPLEMENTARY OBSERVABLE

In this appendix, we examine the conclusions that can
obtained by using an operator description off. The set of
observables complementary toA includes a family of Her-
mitian operatorsf̂0 defined by their eigenvectorsuf0&,uf0
1p&, where here

uf&5
1

A2
~ uA2&1eifuA1&), ~A1!

andf0 is an arbitrary constant@5,6,17#. All these operators
f̂0 are complementary toA since z^fuA6& z is constant. In
other words, each pairÂ,f̂0 forms a finite Fourier transfor
mation pair@16#. Incidentally, two operatorsf̂0 and f̂08 are
mutually complementary iff02f0856p/2 modulusp.

If A is a component of an angular momentum, thenf̂0
represents the azimuthal angle operator@17#, while if uA6&
are interferometric paths,f̂0 is the phase-difference operat
@18#. On the other hand, ifuA6& are internal atomic levels
f̂0 is the operator representing the atomic-dipole phase@19#.

In this context, the positive operator measureD(f) in Eq.
~2.2! can be regarded as an equally weighted superpos
of all possible operatorsf̂0. Maybe, anyf̂0 provides a more
standard quantum description off by means of a Hermitian
operator. On the other hand, the advantage of usingD(f) is
that it does not single out any set of states within a family
largely equivalent vectors. This simplifies calculations a
analysis, especially when the Hilbert space is of small
mension, as is the case here.

In this case, the exponential off is unitary,

Uf5uf0&^f0u2uf01p&^f01pu5eif0uA1&^A2u

1e2 if0uA2&^A1u, ~A2!

and the certainty for the system state~2.6! is

Cf52uRe~ge2 if0!u, ~A3!

and now we have 0<Cf<1. This implies the following cer-
tainty product:

CACf< 1
2 . ~A4!

This is again a meaningful certainty relation since the ma
mum value forCA andCf is 1. The equality is reached pro
vided thatr is a pure state withw6512w75cos2(p/8) and
f05argg modulusp. This coincides with the relation be
tweenf0 andr considered in Ref.@5#.
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Concerning the joint measurement ofA andf, we obtain
the same relation found in the main part of the text betwe
observed and intrinsic variables,

C̃f5utr~ r̃Uf!u52cuRe~ge2 if0!u5CV Cf . ~A5!

In conclusion, the results obtained with the operator r
resentationf̂0 are the same as those obtained by using
positive operator measureD(f). The only difference is that
the upper bound forCf is two times larger when the operato
is used. This agrees with the fact thatD(f) is an intrinsically
noisy description of the phase-angle variablef @10#.

APPENDIX B: ERROR-FREE MEASUREMENT

In the main body of the paper, the differentiation betwe
uA6& was noisy, that is, there was some probability of err
There is another procedure in which the differentiation
completely error-free@20#. After each outcome, either th
state of the system (uA1& or uA2&) is inferred with certainty
or the outcome is inconclusive. This kind of detection can
achieved by performing a unitary transformationU acting on
Hm such that

U uM 1&5A12cuw2&1Acuw0&,
~B1!

U uM 2&5A12cuw1&1Acuw0&,

where uw j&, j 50,1,2, are orthogonal states inHm ~in this
case the effective dimension of the Hilbert space of the
paratus must be larger than 2!. After this transformation, a
measurement described by projection onuw j&, j 50,1,2, can
be carried out. If the outcome isuw1&, we can be sure that th
state of the system isuA2&. If the outcome isuw2&, we know
that the state of the system isuA1& with certainty. On the
other hand, if the outcome isuw0&, nothing can be said. This
useless outcome occurs with probabilityc.

In this scheme, the observed certaintyC̃f is still the same
~3.5! since it does not depend on the measurement perfor
in Hm . In accordance with Eqs.~2.4! and~3.4!, the observed
certainty ofA is

C̃A85utr@ r̃U †~ uw2&^w2u2uw1&^w1u!U#u5~12c!CA .
~B2!

We can appreciate that the outcomes associated withuw0&
add no certainty at all.

This result is similar to Eq.~3.5!, but C̃A8 is always less
than or equal toC̃A . The comparison betweenC̃A ~constant
probabilistic determination! and C̃A8 ~occasional but certain
determination! recalls neutron-interference experiments co
paring stochastic versus deterministic absorption@21#. In
these experiments, the path information provided by a pa
absorber always present in one of the beams~constant sto-
chastic absorption! is compared to the path determination b
means of a perfect absorber inserted only part of the t
~occasional deterministic absorption!.
3-5
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